
who received immense backlash from the black 
community after claiming “slavery was a choice” 
and yet saw his next album debut at #1. The 
mentality of eliminating/silencing problematic 
individuals without a system to reintroduce 
such individuals back into the culture effectively 
harms the parent culture. Silence is not a 
solution to ignorant or hateful beliefs. It only 
allows these beliefs to continue and spread. 
Acting as a social extension of carceral logic 
and the prison state, cancel culture is plagued 
by many of the same problems. Namely those 
which claim to help reform problematic individ-
uals while in all actuality only perpetuate the 
violence they intend to solve. 
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Have you ever been offended by what someone 
has said to you in a tweet? Did your favorite 
celebrity say something racist or homophobic 
in 2019? The answer is simple; just cancel 
their ass. Boycott those products, call ‘em out 
on twitter, and buy their newest album when 
no one is looking. Cancel culture is ineffective 
at best and extremely counter productive at 
worst. Many Youtubers are victims of this. 
Such as Logan Paul, who was thrown to the 
Internet wolves after posting a video of a 
victim of suicide within Japan’s Aokigahara 
forest. While he did see a short decrease 
in media effectiveness he is still one of the 
highest earning Youtubers on the platform. 
Congruently his behavior has yet to see any 
form of improvement. Similar with Kanye West 
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the fact that 

cancel culture is

extremely ineffective as a means of

social justice. only serving to harm 

the community by allowing the 

problematic\ignorant 
beliefs to 

remain unchecked 

and spread while 

simultaneously 

ignoring the fact 

that "wokeness" is a 
priviliged idea.
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